We introduce operator local supportability as a new type of operator finite representability that generalizes Bellenot finite representability. We prove that local supportability and local representability are mutually independent. New examples of both types of finite representability are given. For instance, for every operator T , we prove that (T U ) * is locally supportable in (T * ) U . We also prove that, given an operator T with range in C[0, 1], T * is locally representable in T * | L 1 .
Introduction
While finite representability is a well stated term for Banach spaces, there are at least six different definitions about what it should mean in the context of operator theory [4] [5] [6] [7] 14, 18] . In this paper, we suggest the joining of local theory, operator ideal theory, and operator semigroup theory as the natural frame to analyze and compare all those notions of finite representability. Indeed, the definitions above have been applied to the study of regular, ultrapower-stable ideals. In this sense, the notion of local representability [18] , which generalizes Heinrich finite representability [14] , is probably the most remarkable. But there are other classes of operators, baptized as semigroups in [1] , that are relevant in the study of Banach spaces. Examples of semigroups are the class of semi-Fredholm operators and the class of Tauberian operators. Semigroups exhibit a rich interplay with operator ideals; this fact has been used, for instance, in [12] to study weak Calkin algebras. We consider two classes of ultrapower-stable semigroups: the first, formed by those that are injective and left-stable, and the second, formed by those that are surjective and rightstable. Following the program laid out in [18] , we generalize Bellenot finite representability [7] by introducing local supportability, which is perfectly adapted to the first class of semigroups, as we prove in Proposition 4.6. Regarding the semigroups belonging to the second class, we show that local supportability is also the right notion, but it requires delicate work. For, given an operator T , we show in Theorems 4.10 and 4.11 a very strong result about finite representability of the conjugate operator (T U ) * in the ultrapower (T * ) U . As a consequence, we prove that T U * is Bellenot finitely representable in T * U . Section 5 is devoted to show that the main types of finite representability involved in this paper, local supportability and local representability, are independent. 
Notation
We denote by L(X, Y ) the class of all bounded operators between the Banach spaces X and Y ; the kernel and the range of T ∈ L(X, Y ) are, respectively, denoted by N(T ) and R(T ); given a class A of bounded operators, we denote by A(X, Y ) := A ∩ L(X, Y ) the subset of operators in A acting between X and Y ; B X stands for the unit closed ball of X, and S X denotes the set of all norm one elements of X; K X denotes the natural embedding of X into X * * ; given a closed subspace Z of X, Q Z stands for the quotient operator from X onto X/Z; given f ∈ X * and x ∈ X, the action of duality will be denoted by f (x) or f, x ; the weak * topology of X * induced by X is denoted w * ; given a subset A of X, span(A) stands for the closed subspace of X generated by A.
An operator is said to be an embedding if it is a d-injection for some d. A metric surjection is an operator T ∈ L(X, Y ) whose conjugate T * is a metric injection.
Ultrapowers of Banach spaces play an important role in this paper; proofs and details about the facts listed below can be found in [13] . An ultrafilter U on a set of indices I is said to be ℵ 0 -incomplete if there is a countable partition of I , {I n } ∞ n=1 , such that I n / ∈ U for all n ∈ N. All ultrafilters considered in this paper are ℵ 0 -incomplete. The ultrapower of a Banach space X following an ultrafilter U on I is the quotient X U := ∞ (I, X)/N , where N denotes the closed subspace of all null families following U. The element of X U whose representative is (x i ) i∈I will be denoted by [x i ]; its norm is [x i ] = lim i→U x i ; X U contains a canonical copy of X. Given a family (A i ) i∈I of subsets of X, we denote
Given an ultrafilter V on J , the family U × V formed by all the subsets A ⊂ I × J verifying {j : {i: (i, j ) ∈ A} ∈ U} ∈ V is an ultrafilter on I × J . The iteration theorem establishes that (X U ) V is canonically isometric to X U×V . Given
An operator T is a metric injection if and only if any (and all) of its ultrapowers is also a metric injection [11] .
We denote by µ the usual Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]; M stands for the space of all Radon measures on [0, 1], which is the dual of C, the space of all continuous functions on [0, 1]; L 1 stands for the space of all µ-integrable functions. We identify L 1 with an isometric copy canonically contained in M, so we can write M = L 1 ⊕ 1 N , where N stands for the subspace of all singular measures with respect to µ.
Types of operator finite representability
Bellenot [7, Section 3] defines an operator T ∈ L(X, Y ) to be finitely representable in S ∈ L(W, Z) if for every finite dimensional subspace E of X and every ε > 0 there is a 
Our purpose needs more general types of finite representability than those of Bellenot and Heinrich. So we adopt the following definitions.
When we do not need to specify parameters d or c in the above definitions, we will just speak of local supportability or local representability.
The next propositions give characterizations for local supportability and local representability in terms of ultrapowers. These characterizations yield the main applications in semigroups and ideals of operators and also show that Bellenot finite representability and Heinrich finite representability are respectively generalized by local supportability and local representability. 
Proof. For part (a), assume that T is locally d-supportable in S. Let F be the collection of all finite dimensional subspaces of X and consider the order filter on F , which consists of all sets {E ∈ F : E ⊃ F } for every F ∈ F . Let U be an ultrafilter on F containing the order filter. For each E ∈ F , we write ε E := (dim E) −1 , and choose a
, where
and as lim E→U ε E = 0, we obtain that U is a d-injection. Analogously, for each y ∈ T (X) and every E ∈ F , we write y E := V E (y) if y ∈ T (E) and y E := 0 otherwise. Hence
For the converse of (a), let us assume there is an ultrafilter U on a set 
(a) [18, 6.6 
] T is locally c-representable in S if and only if there is an ultrafilter U and a pair of operators
U ∈ L(X, W U ), V ∈ L(Z U , Y * * ) such that V S U U = K Y T and U · V c; (b) [14, Theorem 1.2
] T is Heinrich finitely representable in S if and only if there is an ultrafilter
When the final space of the operator T is a conjugate space, the statement of Proposition 3.4 admits the following reformulation that will ease further reasonings. 
Proposition 3.5. Given a pair of operators T ∈ L(X, Y * ) and S ∈ L(W, Z), the following statements hold: (a) T is locally c-representable in S if and only if there is an ultrafilter U and operators
A ∈ L(X, W U ), B ∈ L(Z U , Y * ) such that T = BS U A and B · A c; (b) T is
finitely representable in S in the sense of Heinrich if and only if there is an ultra
- filter U, a metric injection U ∈ L(X, W U ) and a metric surjection V ∈ L(Z U , Y * ) verifying T = V S U U .
Proof. (a) Assume T is locally c-representable in S. By Proposition 3.4 there exists an ultrafilter U and operators
(b) The direct implication of part (b) is similar to that of part (a). For the converse, assume there is an ultrafilter
) is a metric surjection, and K Y * T = BS U×W A. By Proposition 3.4, T is Heinrich finitely representable in S. ✷ Henceforth, it will be very convenient to adopt the following notations: T ≺ ls S means that the operator T is locally supportable in S, and T ≺ lr S means that T is locally representable in S.
Semigroups and ideals of operators
Pietsch [18] has proved that every regular, ultrapower-stable ideal of operators A is stable under local representability; namely, if T ≺ lr S and S ∈ A then S ∈ A. But besides ideals, there are other classes of operators, called semigroups in [1] , which are also remarkable in Banach space theory. Examples of semigroups are the class of all upper semi-Fredholm operators and the class of all Tauberian operators. We follow the program laid out in [18] to show that certain types of ultrapower-stable semigroups are stable under local supportability. Applications of this fact are given in [15] .
We recall that a class of operators A is said to be ultrapower-stable if, for every T ∈ A, all ultrapowers T U belong to A. If A is endowed with a preorder , A is said to be -stable if T ∈ A and S T imply S ∈ A. Proof. The proof for local representability can be found in [18] . Assume now that the operators
By Proposition 3.3, there are ultrafilters U and
Thus, by the iteration theorem for ultrapowers, we can write
For the sake of completeness, we recall the following definitions. Definition 4.2 [1] . A class of operators S is said to be an operator semigroup if the following conditions hold:
We note that if S is a semigroup of operators, then the class S d := {T : T * ∈ S} is also a semigroup. 
Linkages between semigroups and ideals are given in [1] . We recall the following: given an operator ideal A, the classes A + := {T : T S ∈ A ⇒ S ∈ A} and A − := {T : ST ∈ A ⇒ S ∈ A} are operator semigroups. Definition 4.4 [1] . Let S be an operator semigroup:
(i) S is said to be left-stable if ST ∈ S implies T ∈ S; (ii) S is said to be right-stable if ST ∈ S implies S ∈ S. The interesting semigroups are those whose elements preserve some isomorphic property. Therefore, we agree in calling trivial a semigroup that contains the null operator 0 X for every Banach space X. Note that if A is an operator ideal and A + (or A − ) is trivial then
It is immediate that a semigroup holding any combination of conditions (i) and (ii) of those stated in Definitions 4.4 and 4.5 is trivial. So we are only concerned about semigroups which are either left-stable and injective or right-stable and surjective.
It is also immediate after Proposition 3.4 that each ultrapower-stable, regular ideal is ≺ lr -stable. The necessary result for injective, left-stable, ultrapower-stable semigroups is the following. Proof. Assume S ∈ S and T ≺ ls S. By Proposition 3.3 there is an ultrafilter U, an isomorphism U and an operator V such that V T = S U U . Since S is ultrapower-stable, we have S U ∈ S. Moreover, S is injective so U ∈ S, therefore S U U ∈ S. Left-stability yields T ∈ S, and again, the injectivity of S leads to T ∈ S. ✷ If R is a surjective, right-stable semigroup, it is immediate that R d is injective and leftstable. In Proposition 4.12 we prove that if moreover R is ultrapower-stable then so is R d . Hence we conclude in Proposition 4.13 that local supportability is also the right notion of finite representability for R. The way to Proposition 4.12 needs some preliminary results.
Lemma 4.7.
Let E ⊂ X be a finite dimensional subspace with dim E = n and let 0 < ε < 1/n. Then every ε-net in S E contains a basis whose coordinate functionals are norm bounded by (1 − nε) −1 .
Proof.
Let E be an ε-net in S E . By Auerbach's lemma, there is a biorthogonal system
is a basis of E. Moreover, given e = n i=1 λ i e i ∈ S E , and writing u := L −1 (e) = n i=1 λ i u i , we get e − u nε u . Hence, for every i,
Thus, the coordinate functionals associated to
are norm bounded by
1 for all α and w * -lim α L α (e i ) = e i for all
Proof. By Lemma 4.7, we can assume that {e i } n i=1 is a basis of E whose coordinate functionals are norm bounded by (1 − nε) −1 . Consequently, L α (1 − nε) −1 n for all α. Since the equalities w * -lim α L α e i = e i hold and
Indeed, given e ∈ S E , by choosing e i so that e − e i ε, we obtain
In order to finish, let U be an absolutely convex weak * neighborhood of 0 such that n(1 − nε)U ⊂ V. By choosing β with the additional conditions L β (e i ) ∈ e i + U for all i, it follows that for every e =
Proposition 4.9. For every operator T ∈ L(X, Y ) and every ultrafilter U, the set
Proof. Let I be the set of indices on which U is taken. Take f / ∈Ā w * , and prove that f / ∈ B. 
otherwise, for every n ∈ N and for every J ∈ U, we would have
Since U is ℵ 0 -incomplete, we would take subsets G n ⊂ J n so that G n ⊃ G n+1 for all n and ∞ n=1 G n = ∅. For every i ∈ G 1 , let n i be the unique positive integer such that i ∈ G n i \ G n i +1 ; by formula (2), there would exist is weak * compact, by formula (1) there
Theorem 4.10. Let T ∈ L(X, Y ), U an ultrafilter on I , and finite dimensional subspaces
be an orthonormal basis of the kernel N(T U * | F ), which is completed up to a normalized basis of F ,
. Take a normalized basis of G, {h i } m i=l+1 , and write
in S H , and write e j = 
; moreover, if we identify the dual of
1, Proposition 4.9 provides us with a net
Therefore, we obtain
The election of δ, Lemma 4.8, and formulas (3) and (4) 
is an orthonormal basis. ✷
The following theorem is a useful translation of Theorem 4.10 to ultraproduct language. A glance to Propositions 3.3 and 3.5 reveals that statement (a) in Theorem 4.11 means that T U * is Bellenot finitely representable in T * U , and statement (c) yields that T U * is Heinrich finitely representable in T * U . Statement (b) is crucial to prove that S d is ultrapower-stable when S is a surjective, right-stable, ultrapower-stable semigroup.
Theorem 4.11. For every operator T ∈ L(X, Y ) and every ultrafilter
Proof. Let J be the set of all tuples j ≡ (F j , E j , ε j , U j , V j ), where F j and E j are finite dimensional subspaces of Y U * and X U * , respectively, ε j ∈ (0, 1), U j is a weak * neighborhood of 0 ∈ Y U * , and V j is a weak * neighborhood of 0 ∈ X U * . We define an order in J by i j if F i ⊂ F j , E i ⊂ E j , ε i ε j , U i ⊃ U j , and V i ⊃ V j . Let V be an ultrafilter refining the order filter on J .
For every index j ∈ J , Theorem 4.10 gives a pair of (1
The operators U , V , P and Q are defined as follows:
Typical ultrapower arguments as those given in Proposition 3.3 show that U and V are metric injections.
In order to prove that P is a metric surjection, take any v ∈ S Y U * . By the principle of local reflexivity for ultrapowers, we can choose a family {v j } j ∈J in Y U * such that w * -lim j →V v j = v and lim j →V v j = 1. Hence, since P 1, we have P (B (Y * U ) V ) = B Y U * ; that means that P is a metric surjection. The same argument applies for Q.
To prove (a), take v ∈ S Y U * and ε > 0. Let j 0 ∈ J such that v ∈ F j 0 and ε j 0 < ε. Then
The proof of statement (c) is similar to that of (a) and (b 
Given any ultrafilter U, we have T * U ∈ S. By Theorem 4.11(b), there exists a pair of metric surjections P and Q and an ultrafilter V such that
Since S is ultrapower-stable and surjective, we have
But S is also right-stable, so T U * ∈ S and T U ∈ S d . The proof of part (b) follows a similar argument to that of part (a), but here we need statement (a) of Theorem 4.11. ✷ 
Independence between local supportability and local representability
Although local supportability and local representability are closely related in situations like that of Theorem 4.11, we prove in this section that both notions are in fact mutually independent. The proof follows the next argument: given a ≺ ls -stable semigroup S, if S ∈ S and T / ∈ S then T is not locally supportable in S. Analogously, if A is a ≺ lr -stable ideal, S ∈ A and T / ∈ A then T is not locally representable in T . We introduce some notation. Given k ∈ N, we write 
We consider a system of positive, norm one measures {ν
be the norm one projection defined by
Lemma 5.1. Given k ∈ N, f ∈ C, and λ ∈ M, we have |λ
Proof. It is sufficient to show the result for a positive measure λ. We define the func- (6)). Then the next statements hold:
Proof. (i) Let λ ∈ S M and f ∈ C. By uniform continuity of f , there is a positive integer n 0 verifying ρ n 0 (f ) < ε. So, by Lemma 5.1, we have | λ − G n (λ), f | < ε for all n n 0 .
(ii) Let λ ∈ M and ε > 0. Choose f ∈ B C so that λ, f > λ − 2 −1 ε. By statement (i), there is n 0 such that | G n λ, f | > | λ, f | − 2 −1 ε for all n n 0 , so
The following theorem is a new general example of Heinrich finite representability concerning the space L 1 . 
Theorem 5.3. Let T ∈ L(Y, C) and {ν
k i } 2 k i=1 ∞ k=0 ⊂ M
